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1 IntrodutionWe will say that a run of a permutation � is a maximal interval of onseutive argumentsof � on whih the values of � are monotoni. If the values of � inrease on the interval thenwe speak of a run up, else a run down. Throughout this paper we will use the unquali�edterm run to mean either a run up or a run down. These runs have been alled sequenesby some other authors, and have been alled alternating runs by others. For example, thepermutation (723851469)has four runs, viz. 72, 238, 851, 1469. We let P (n; s) denote the number of permutations ofn letters that have exatly s runs. Here are the �rst few values of P (n; s):nnk 1 2 3 42 23 2 44 2 12 105 2 28 58 32There is a large literature devoted to this P (n; s), whih we will survey briey in setion6. But although a number of reurrenes and generating funtions et. are known, it doesnot seem to have been notied that an interesting exat formula of the kind we present inthis paper exists. Carlitz [6℄ has derived an exat formula for P (n; s), but that one is not atthe same time an asymptoti formula. The Carlitz formula is disussed further in the �nalsetion.Our approah to this problem di�ers from previous studies in that we onentrate on thegenerating funtions us(x), de�ned for eah �xed s � 1 byus(x) =Xn�2 P (n; s)xn;whereas most earlier work has dealt with generating funtions for �xed n. By �nding theform of these generating funtions we will be able to exhibit a formula for P (n; s) whih issimultaneously� exat, and� terminating, and� asymptoti, for �xed s and n!1. 2



To our knowledge, the asymptoti behavior of the P (n; s) has not been previously explored.The formula that we will �nd is of the formP (n; s) = sn2s�2 � (s� 1)n2s�4 +  2(n; s)(s� 2)n + � � �+  s�1(n; s); (n � 2) (1)in whih eah  i(n; s) is a polynomial in n whose degree in n is bi=2.2 Outline of this paperIn setion 3 we will �nd the generating funtions us(x) =Pn P (n; s)xn, as a rational fun-tion. Sine the denominator will appear in ompletely fatored form, we an write out, insetion 4, a formula for P (n; s) of the type desribed above.Interestingly, the formula will be, in that setion, uniquely determined exept for theoeÆient of the leading term! That is, we will show in that setion, that for �xed s we haveP (n; s) = K(s)sn + : : : , but K(s) will be, for the moment, unknown.In setion 5 we begin the task of determining the multipliative fator K(s). Surprisingly,although the tools that will have been used up to that point will be entirely analytial innature, the determination of K(s) will be done by an \almost-bijetion." We will show thatP (n; s) is, for �xed s, asymptoti to the number of s-tuples of pairwise-disjoint subsets of[n℄, eah of ardinality � 2, and the asymptoti behavior of the latter is easily found.The ombination of the former analytial results and the latter bijetive argument resultsin the omplete formula for P (n; s).3 Finding the us(x) funtionsThe reurrene formula for the numbers P (n; s) is well known and is due to Andr�e [1℄,P (n; s) = sP (n� 1; s) + 2P (n� 1; s� 1) + (n� s)P (n� 1; s� 2); (n � 3) (2)with P (2; s) = 2Æs;1. From this reurrene one �nds easily a reurrene for the generatingfuntions us(x) =def Pn P (n; s)xn, viz.(1� sx)us(x) = 2xus�1(x) + x2u0s�2(x)� (s� 1)xus�2(x); (s � 2) (3)
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with u1(x) = 2x2=(1� x); u0(x) = 0. The next three of these funtions areu2(x) = 4x3(1� x)(1� 2x) ;u3(x) = 2x4(5� 6x)(1� 3x)(1� 2x)(1� x)2 ;u4(x) = 4x5(8� 29x+ 24x2)(1� 4x)(1� 3x)(1� 2x)2(1� x)2 :We will �nd the general form of these funtions, and from that will follow the desiredformulas for P (n; s).Theorem 1 We have, for eah s = 1; 2; 3; : : : ;us(x) = �s(x)(1� sx)(1� (s� 1)x)(1� (s� 2)x)2(1� (s� 3)x)2 � � � (1� x)b(s+1)=2 ; (4)where �s(x) is a polynomial of degree 1+l s(s+2)4 m. The degree of the denominator is ls(s+2)4 m,whih is exatly 1 less than the degree of the numerator, for all s � 1.3.1 Proof of Theorem 1The proof is by a straightforward, though tedious, substitution of the form (4) into thereurrene (3) to �nd a reurrene for the numerator polynomials �s(x). This will establishthat they are indeed polynomials and will provide the laimed degree estimates. We will dothis by putting every term over the ommon denominator�s(x) = (1� sx)(1� (s� 1)x)(1� (s� 2)x)2(1� (s� 3)x)2 � � � (1� x)b(s+1)=2=def s�1Yi=0(1� (s� i)x)�i ;where we have written f�igi�0 = f1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4; : : :g.
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For tehnial reasons it will be useful to rewrite the reurrene (3) in the formus(x) = 2xus�1(x)(1� sx) + x2u0s�2(x)(1� sx) � (s� 1)xus�2(x)(1� sx)= 2x�s�1(x)(1� sx)�s�1(x) + x2�0s�2(x)(1� sx)�s�2 � x2�s�2(1� sx)�s�2 �0s�2(x)�s�2(x)� (s� 1)x�s�2(x)(1� sx)�s�2(x)= 1�s(x)�2x�s�1(x)�s(x)(1� sx)�s�1(x) + x2�0s�2(x)�s(x)(1� sx)�s�2 � x2�s�2(x)�s(x)(1� sx)�s�2 �0s�2(x)�s�2(x)�(s� 1)x�s�2(x)�s(x)(1� sx)�s�2(x) � (5)Eah of the four terms inside the braes is a polynomial in x whose degree we will now �nd.Consider the ratio�s(x)(1� sx)�s�1(x) = Qs�1j=0(1� (s� j)x)�j(1� sx)Qs�2j=0(1� (s� 1� j)x)�j= Qs�1j=0(1� (s� j)x)�j(1� sx)Qs�1j=1(1� (s� j)x)�j�1= s�1Yj=1(1� (s� j)x)�j��j�1 = Yj even; 2�j�s�1(1� (s� j)x);whih is a polynomial of degree b(s� 1)=2.It follows that�s(x)(1� sx)�s�2(x) = � �s(x)(1� sx)�s�1(x)�� �s�1(x)(1� (s� 1)x)�s�2(x)� (1� (s� 1)x)= Yj even; 2�j�s�1(1� (s� j)x) Yj even; 0�j�s�2(1� (s� 1� j)x)= Yj even; 2�j�s�1(1� (s� j)x) Yj odd; 1�j�s�1(1� (s� j)x)= s�1Yj=1(1� (s� j)x);is a polynomial in x of degree s� 1. 5



We an now deal with the third term of the four inside the braes in (5). Sine�0s�2(x)�s�2(x) = � s�1Xj=2 �j�2(s� j)1� (s� j)x;we havex2�s�2(x)�s(x)(1� sx)�s�2 �0s�2(x)�s�2(x) = x2�s�2(x) s�1Yj=1(1� (s� j)x)! s�1Xj=2 ��j�2(s� j)1� (s� j)x! :If d(s) denotes the degree of �(s), then this last member is a polynomial in x of degree2 + d(s� 2) + s� 2 = d(s� 2) + s.We have now shown that eah of the four terms inside the braes in (5) is a polynomialin x. Their respetive degrees ared(s� 1) + 1 + b(s� 1)=2; d(s� 2) + s; d(s� 2) + s; d(s� 2) + s:Hene we have d(s) = max (d(s� 1) + b(s+ 1)=2; d(s� 2) + s), with d(2) = 3 and d(3) = 5.It is remarkable that this di�erene equation has a simple solution. Its solution isd(s) = 1 + �s(s+ 2)4 � ;as an easily be heked, and in fat all four terms inside the braes in (5) have the samedegree! This ompletes the proof of the Theorem.4 The formula for P (n; s)From the partial fration expansion of (4) we �nd at one thatP (n; s) =  0(n; s)sn+ 1(n; s)(s� 1)n+ 2(n; s)(s� 2)n+ � � �+ s�1(n; s); (n � 2) (6)where eah  i(n; s) is a polynomial in n of degree at most bi=2, and it remains to �nd thesepolynomials. We give three methods of doing this: a method of undetermined oeÆients, adi�erential reurrene formula, and �nally, a formula of Rihard Stanley [11℄.
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4.1 Finding the  i's by undetermined oeÆientsSubstitute (6) into the reurrene (2) and math the oeÆients of eah term (s� i)n. Theresult of this substitution is that the  's satisfy the reurrene(s� i) i(n; s) = s i(n� 1; s) + 2 i�1(n� 1; s� 1) + (n� s) i�2(n� 1; s� 2): (7)It should be noted that even if  i�1 and  i�2 are known, the unknown  i appears in twoplaes in this reurrene, so we must solve an inhomogeneous di�erene equation for eah i.However, we an just assume a solution in the form of a polynomial in n of degree bi=2and solve for the oeÆients of that polynomial. We an begin with  �1(n; s) = 0 and 0(n; s) = K(s) (sine  0 is of degree zero in n) where K is to be determined. We then �ndthat  1(n; s) = �2K(s� 1);  2(n; s) = 14K(s� 2)(s+ 8� 2n) 3(n; s) = 12K(s� 3)(2n� s� 3);  4(n; s) = 132K(s� 4)(4n2� 4n(s+ 8)+ s2 +15s+ 32)For example, for s = 4 we �ndu4(x) = 1=41� 4x + (�1)1� 3x + (�1=2)(1� 2x)2 + 7=21� 2x + 2(1� x)2 + (�9)1� x + 2x + 19=4:From this it followsP (n; 4) = 4n�1 � 3n + (6� n)2n�1 + (2n� 7); (n � 2):4.2 Finding the  i's reursivelyAnother method for �nding the  's involves solving the reurrene diretly. This leads to asurprisingly elegant di�erential reurrene, as we will now see. First we need the followinglemma about the polynomial solutions of �rst order inhomogeneous di�erene equations.Lemma 1 Let C 6= 1, and let f be a polynomial. Then the di�erene equation yn+1 =Cyn + f(n) has a unique polynomial solution, namelyyn = �Cn�1f �x xdx�� xn1� x� ����x=1=C : (8)
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For example, the di�erene equation yn+1 = 3yn+3n+2 has the unique polynomial solutionyn = �3n�1�3x ddx + 2�� xn1� x� ����x=1=3 = �3n2 � 74 :To prove the lemma we note �rst that the general solution of yn+1 = Cyn + f(n) isevidently yn = Cny0 + n�1Xj=0 Cn�j�1f(j) (n = 0; 1; 2; : : : );and we need to disover when this is a polynomial in n. Now suppose that f(n) =Pk �knk.Then we have yn = Cny0 + Cn�1Xk �k n�1Xj=0 C�jjk:But it is easy to hek by indution thatn�1Xj=0 jkxj = �x ddx�k �1� xn1� x � = xn Rk(x; n)(x� 1)k+1 + Qk(x)(x� 1)k+1 ; (9)where Rk is a polynomial in x of degree k and is also a polynomial in n of degree k, and Qkis a polynomial in x of degree k. Consequently the general solution isyn = Cny0 + Cn�1Xk �k Qk(C�1)(C�1 � 1)k+1 + C�1Xk �k Rk(C�1; n)(C�1 � 1)k+1 :Sine C 6= 1, this will be a polynomial in n i�y0 = �C�1Xk �k Qk(C�1)(C�1 � 1)k+1 ;and if that ondition is satis�ed the unique polynomial solution will beyn = 1CXk �k Rk(C�1; n)(C�1 � 1)k+1 :We an simplify the form of this answer by realling that, from (9) we haveRk(x; n)(x� 1)k+1 = �x�n �x ddx�k � xn1� x� ;and therefore we an ast the unique polynomial solution in the more pleasing form (8). 2Hene we have the following proedure for alulating the  's. For eah i = 1; 2; : : : wedo 8



1. Suppose  i�2 and  i�1 are known.2. De�ne the polynomialf(n) = 2s� i i�1(n; s� 1) + (n+ 1� s)s� i  i�2(n; s� 2);and put C = s=(s� i).3. Then  i(n; s) = �Cn�1f �x xdx�� xn1� x� ����x=1=C :4.3 Finding the  i's from Stanley's formulaIn [11℄ Rihard Stanley has given an exat formula for P (n; k), viz.P (n; k) = kX̀=0 (�1)k�` zk�`2`�1 Xr+2m�`r�` mod2(�2)m� `�m(`+ r)=2��nm�rn;where z0 = 2 and all other zi's are 4. Evidently this ontains an impliit formula for our  's.5 The fator K(s)We have now desribed the formula for P (n; s) ompletely exept for the multipliative fatorK(s). It remains to show that K(s) = 2�(s�2). For this, it would suÆe to prove the nextTheorem for �xed s and n!1; sine the proof is appliable to a larger range of s, we stateit in that manner:Theorem 2 Let � > 0, and f(n; s)g be an in�nite sequene of pairs suh that n ! 1 ands � (1 + �)�1n= logn. Then, P (n; s) � 12s�2sn: (10)5.1 Proof of Theorem 2To �x ideas, we will do this by showing that the number P̂ (n; s) of permutations of n letters,with s runs, the �rst of whih is a run up, is � sn=2s�1. Evidently the number for whihthe �rst run is down will be the same, and the desired result will follow. Heneforth we will9



always assume that the �rst run is a run up. There are two steps to the proof. In the �rststep, we show that the set of permutations ounted by P̂ (n; s) an be put into bijetion withs-tuples of subsets (S1; : : : ; Ss) (eah Si � [n℄) satisfying ertain properties. In the seondpart of the proof, we introdue a funtion alled � whose domain is the Cartesian produtof these s-tuples with a set of ardinality 2s�1, and whose range is a set of size sn. We provethat this funtion � is an injetion. Although we have no suint desription of the imageof this injetion, we are able to show that for (n; s) in the range hypothesized by the theoremthe image is asymptotially all of the range set.5.2 First part of the proofLet �(n; s) be the set of all n-permutations with s runs up and down, the �rst of whih isup. Let ~�(n; s) be the olletion of all s-tuples (S1; : : : ; Ss) of nonempty subsets of [n℄ whihare almost pairwise disjoint, in thatjSi \ Sjj = (1; if j = i+ 1 and 1 � i < s;0; else (11)Further we require that jSij � 2; 8i; (12)and that max (Si) = max (Si+1) 2 Si \ Si+1 (8 odd i)min (Si) = min (Si+1) 2 Si \ Si+1 (8 even i): (13)Lemma 2 The number of s-tuples of subsets of [n℄ that satisfy (11){(13) is equal to thenumber of permutations of [n℄ with s runs, the �rst of whih is up.Indeed to reonstrut the permutation from the s-tuple of sets, we �rst sort eah of the sets,the �rst in inreasing order, the seond dereasing, et., then merge the sets, and �nallydelete one element of eah of the adjaent dupliates that appear. 2Hene it suÆes to show that the number of s-tuples of subsets that satisfy (11){(13) is� sn=2s�1.5.3 De�ning the funtion �By a hoie sequene h = (h1; : : : ; hs�1) we mean an s � 1-tuple where eah hi is eitherequal to i or to i + 1. The set of all suh hoie sequenes will be Hs. The funtion to be10



onstruted is a mapping� : Hs � ~�(n; s)! f(T1; T2; : : : ; Ts) : 8i; Ti � [n℄g:Let h 2 Hs, and let (S1; : : : ; Ss) be a family of subsets satisfying (11){(13). For eahi = 1; : : : ; s � 1, let ei be the unique element that belongs to Si \ Si+1. These ei's are alldi�erent, sine ei = ej with i < j would imply that Si \ Sj+1 is nonempty, ontraditing(11). Perform the following s � 1 delete operations: for eah i = 1; : : : ; s � 1, delete theelement ei from the set Shi. The resulting s-tuple of sets remaining after these deletions is,by de�nition, ��h; (S1; : : : ; Ss)�.The image of this mapping does not inlude all s-tuples of sets, as the following Lemmashows.Lemma 3 If (T1; : : : ; Ts) is in the image of � then1. the Ti's are pairwise disjoint, and2. the union of the Ti's is [n℄.2It is possible for some of the Ti's to be empty. We remark that the number of s-tuples(T1; : : : ; Ts) in whih the Ti's are pairwise disjoint and whose union is [n℄ is sn.5.4 The mapping � is injetiveThe way we prove this assertion is to give a reonstrution algorithm. The algorithm beginswith an s-tuple (T1; : : : ; Ts) of subsets whih putatively belongs to the image of �. It attemptsto reonstrut the preimage. It will be lear from the algorithm that the preimage an beonly one thing, if it exists at all. There is one \early exit" point in the algorithm where thesearh for a preimage is abandoned, beause it obviously does not exist. If the algorithmexeutes all the way to �nish, then it will have found the only possible andidate for apreimage. However, it is still possible that the s-tuple of sets found at the end will notsatisfy one of the required onditions (11){(13).Lemma 4 The mapping � is injetive.Proof. Let (T1; : : : ; Ts) be an s-tuple of pairwise disjoint (possibly empty) sets whose unionis [n℄. Here is the reonstrution algorithm: 11



1. (Find onseutive unions) It is easy to see that if the T 's are in the image of �, thenTi [ Ti+1 = Si [ Si+1; 1 � i < s:So if one of the inequalities jTi \ Ti+1j � 3 1 � i < s;fails, then the reonstrution fails and no preimage exists. Otherwise we an reonstrutall of the unions Si [ Si+1.2. (Reonstrut the set of deleted elements) Put e1 = max (S1 [ S2); e2 = min (S2 [ S3); : : : .3. (Reover the hoie sequene h) For eah i = 1; : : : ; s � 1, sine ei 2 Ti [ Ti+1, andbeause the Ti's are pairwise disjoint, there will be exatly one index, hi, say, suh thathi 2 fi; i+ 1g and ei =2 Thi.4. (Re-insert the elements that were deleted) For eah i, 1 � i < s, insert the element eiinto the set Thi.If the reonstruted sets (S1; : : : ; Ss) satisfy (11){(13) then we have found the unique preim-age. Otherwise no preimage exists. 2Thus if P̂ (n; s) is the number of permutations of n letters with s runs, the �rst of whihis up, then we have shown that 2s�1P̂ (n; s) � sn: (14)5.5 When does the algorithm terminate without a preimage?If the reonstrution algorithm does not early exit in step 1, yet fails to �nd a preimage,then one of the onditions (11){(13) is not satis�ed. We will now visit eah of these in turnto see when it might fail1. (Can (11) fail?) The intersetions Ti \ Ti+1 were all empty before the insertions;however, the operation, \insert element ei into Thi" either added an element of Ti tothe set Ti+1, or vie-versa. That operation alone aused the two adjaent sets to haveintersetion 1. The only other insertion whih ould have a�eted Ti is the one whihinvolves element ei�1. If that operation inreased the size of Ti, then it did so byinserting an element from Ti�1, whih element ould not possibly be present in Ti+1.Thus, the only other insertion whih ould possibly a�et the set Ti will have no e�eton the ardinality of Ti \ Ti+1. Likewise, the only other operation whih an possiblya�et the ardinality of Ti+1 will have no e�et on the ardinality of Ti \ Ti+1. So, theintersetion Si \ Si+1 will always have size 1, as required.12



2. (Will Si \ Sj = ; when j > i+ 1?) Only the ase j = i+ 2 is not obvious. If Si \ Si+2is not empty, then during reonstrution some element originally belonging to Ti+1was inserted into both Ti and Ti+2. (Any element originally in Ti annot end up inSi+2, and vie-versa.) This means that some element e 2 Ti+1 is both the maximum ofTi [ Ti+1, as well as the minimum of Ti+1 [ Ti+2; (or the other way around). Butmax (Ti+1) � max (Ti [ Ti+1) = ei = min (Ti+1 [ Ti+2) � min (Ti+1);so Ti+1 has just one element, ei, and that element lies between the surrounding sets Tiand Ti+2. This is how the reonstruted sets an fail to satisfy (11).3. (Can (12) fail?) Yes, if one of the sets Ti has ardinality 0 or 1, then it is possible thatthe ardinality of the reonstruted Si may be less than 2.4. (Can (13) fail?) No. By the nature of the reonstrution, the Si's always have thisproperty.We an now proveLemma 5 If in the given sequene T = (T1; : : : ; Ts), all sets have ardinalities at least 2,then T has a preimage under �.For then the unions Ti[Ti+1 have size 4 or more, so we don't terminate the reonstrution atStep 1. The only other two possible failures | when an intersetion Si\Si+2 was nonempty,or one of the Si was too small | ould both be traed bak to a set Ti whih had size 0 or1. 2A rude lower estimate from Bonferroni's inequalities tells us that the number of s-tuplesT that are pairwise disjoint, with union equal to [n℄, and with all ardinalities � 2 is at leastsn � (n+ s)(s� 1)n�1:The reason: s(s � 1)n is an upper bound on the number of T 's for whih some omponentis the empty set; and ns(s� 1)n�1 is an upper bound on the number of T 's for whih someomponent has ardinality one; then, s(s� 1) + ns < s(n + s). Hene2s�1P̂ (n; s) � sn � s(n + s)(s� 1)n�1; (15)whih, taken together with (14) ompletes the proof of (10), sine our hypothesis on thepairs (n; s) implies (n + s)(s� 1)n�1 � 2n(s� 1)n�1 = o(sn):13



6 Survey of the literatureAndr�e was the �rst to study [1℄ the runs up and down of permutations, and the fundamentalreurrene (2) is due to him. His paper inludes a table of P (n; s) through n = 8, with oneerror in the �nal row. A great deal of information about P (n; s) is found in vol. 3 of [9℄ (seepartiularly ex. 15, 16 of se. 5.1.3).The history of generating funtions in this problem is omplex. Comtet [8℄ devotes anextended exerise, see page 260, to the topi. The two variable generating funtion giventhere, however, is inorret. Carlitz [5, 6, 7℄ visited this subjet several times. In [5℄ he givesa two-variable generating funtion1Xn=2 znn! (1� x2)�n=2 n�1Xs=1 P (n+ 1; s)xn�s = (1� x)((1� x2)1=2 + sin(z))2(1 + x)(x� os(z))2 ;and in [6℄ he �nds an expliit formula for P (n; s) and information about an assoiated poly-nomial sequene. There is something wrong with the �nal formulas of this latter work,however; these formulas suggest P (8; s) = 0; 2; 250; 2516; 7060; 7562; 2770; whereas, in fat,P (8; s) = 2; 252; 2766; 9576; 14622; 10332; 2770. (Empirially, his formula always gives theright value for P (n; n � 1).) Further evidene that something is amiss onerns the auxil-iary quantity Kn;j; the summation formula given for this quantity does not give the valuesdisplayed in the table. Whether the problem an be easily repaired, we have not investigated.A orret generating funtion appears in the disussion aompanying sequene A059427of [10℄. This one is due to Emeri Deutsh and Ira Gessel, who sent it to Sloane in Deemberof 2004. A orret generating funtion is also in Stanley [11℄, who used an observationof Mikl�os B�ona to onnet the sequene that we study here with ak(n), the number ofn-permutations the length of whose longest alternating subsequene is k.B�ona and Ehrenborg [4℄ have proven log-onavity: P (n; s)2 � P (n; s� 1)P (n; s+1). Inthe later book [3℄, the stronger assertion, that Pn(x) =def Ps P (n; s)xs has all its roots realand negative, is made. A proof of this an be based on the relationPn(x) = (x� x3)P 0n�1(x) + �(n� 2)x2 + 2x�Pn�1(x);whih itself is a onsequene of the basi reursion (2). This implies, one it is establishedthat the variane beomes in�nite with n, that the numbers P (n; s) satisfy a entral limittheorem. (That is, are asymptotially normal.) Due to log-onavity, one may dedue (seeTheorem 4 of [2℄) a loal limit theorem. This leads to an asymptoti formula for P (n; s) fors in a di�erent range than in our Theorem 2.14
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